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When we are in touch with
our internal solidity
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When we lose touch with
our internal solidity

Grounded

Centred

Patient

Feel deep inner trust

"I've got what is takes"

Relaxed

Feel safe

Perserverance

Feel capable
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Anxious

Bulldozing

Need to push

Untrusting

Suspious/doubting

Tense

Lots of "I should..."

Controlling

Wishy-washy

Critical

Feel lacking

Over-competative

Stickability

Worry free

Feel supported

Committed

Confident Arrogant/Domineering

Need to effort
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Walk Slowly
by Danna Faulds

 
It only takes a reminder to breathe,

a moment to be still, and just like that,
something in me settles, softens, makes
space for imperfection. The harsh voice

of judgment drops to a whisper and I
remember again that life isn't a relay
race; that we will all cross the finish

line; that waking up to life is what we
were born for. As many times as I

forget, catch myself charging forward
without even knowing where I'm going,
that many times I can make the choice
to stop, to breathe, and be, and walk

slowly into the mystery.
 
 

Let it Go 
by Danna Faulds

 
Let go of the ways you thought life would unfold:

the holding of plans or dreams or expectations – Let it all go.
Save your strength to swim with the tide.

The choice to fight what is here before you now 
will only result in struggle, fear, and desperate attempts 

to flee from the very energy you long for. Let go.
Let it all go and flow with the grace that washes
through your days whether you received it gently

or with all your quills raised to defend against invaders.
Take this on faith; the mind may never find the

explanations that it seeks, but you will move forward
nonetheless. Let go, and the wave’s crest will carry

you to unknown shores, beyond your wildest dreams
or destinations. Let it all go and find the place of

rest and peace, and certain transformation.
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Ongoing work...
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You may wish to continue your self inquiry with a friend or partner on
the issues & obstacles to feeling solid and trusting with money...
 
REPEATING QUESTION #1: Tell me way you avoid feeling anxious
about money? 
 

"I go into planning and plotting, burying my head into numbers and
projections" 

 
"I curl up into bed and want to avoid it all"

 
"I lash out at my wife/partner/family saying that they should be doing

more to help"
 
REPEATING QUESTION #2: Tell me a way you support yourself to
feel solid with money?
 
"I make sure I have some money in my bank balance that I can’t touch"

 
"I like to budget, so I know how much I have got to play with".

 
LONGER INQUIRY: What guidance would you like to have
received, about how YOU should relate to money.
 
More than being taught about financial products or budgeting, go a bit
deeper. What do you wish you parents/guardian teach you with
consideration of your your personality, and disposition, exclusive of
how they did money?
 

"How can we support to get some financial stability in your life that is
workable for you” 

 
"Everyone has issues around money, so when we come into

relationship with another, try to find a way to set financial expectations
from both parties, if this is challenging, get some help from a Financial

Therapist!"
 

"Develop your financial boundaries and learn to say no"
 

"The way we your parents have done money, is not how you have to
do money"
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Ongoing support...

A wonderful quality of our innate sense of solidity is, that it is often a
choice. We can choose to bring ourselves back to that grounded,
centred and stable place that sits within us.
 

Take a moment NOW to come into yourself. 
If you are standing, focus on your feet, sending roots into the earth. Or

if sitting, focus on your belly and buttocks allowing yourself to relax
into your seat. Take a breath and let go. 
And make a choice to relax even more.

The world often calls us to go up and out, 
go in and down within yourself. In this moment, right now. 

 
Repeat this practice often throughout your day. It is also wonderful
before go to sleep. Just imagine you are being cradled, supported,
held by existence, as your rest off to sleep!
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Discover more ongoing support...

https://www.amazon.com/Billionaire-Buddha-Jane-Monica-Jones/dp/1719276722
https://www.janemonicajones.com/appointments
https://www.janemonicajones.com/meditations
https://www.janemonicajones.com/meditations
https://www.financialwellbeing.co/


On entering ...
 

Song - Mahamrityunjaya Mantra
Artists - Sacred Sound Choir

Album - Ancient Chant for Healing & Peace
 
 

Solidity & Trust Meditation ...
 

Song - Calling the Lama from Afar
Artists - Lama Gyurme & Jean-Philippe Rykiel

 
On leaving ...

 
Song - Rest In Natural Great Peace
Words by Nyoshul Khenpo Rinpoche

Spoken by Sogyal Rinpoche
 

Rest in natural great peace
This exhausted mind, 

Beaten helplessly by karma, 
And neurotic thoughts

Like the relentless fury, 
Of the pounding waves

In the infinite ocean of samsara.
 

Rest in natural great peace.
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